
Modifying RFC 3918 Configs to Avoid Reserved UDP Ports 

Problem Statement 

Customers using Spirent TestCenter’s RFC 3918 wizard to configure UDP traffic sources covering random 
{source, destination} port numbers may observe unexpected packet loss within some devices under test. 
Specifically, generated packets randomly range from 0 to 65535 and by design some devices do not 
forward packets in the reserved 0 to 1023 subrange. 

This document describes how to configure Spirent TestCenter to generate UDP traffic for an RFC 3918 
test, but with modifications so that it only covers random port numbers in the 1024 to 65535 range. It 
also describes how to validate that the configuration is correct.  

Solution (Configuration) 

Perform the following steps to produce a configuration: 

1. Use the RFC 3918 Wizard to define the test as usual. Use Random Ports should be enabled as shown 
in Figure 1. 

2. On each port, and for each Stream Block under Traffic Generators: 
a. Edit the Stream Block and select the Frame tab. 
b. Expand the UDP Header and Source Port nodes as shown in Figure 2. 
c. Right click on the Modifier row and select Delete. 
d. Right click on the Source Port row and select Insert Modifier… 
e. Configure a modifier as in Figure 3, namely a Random modifier with a mask of 1023 and a seed 

of 0 and then click OK. 
f. Right click on the Source Port row and select Insert Modifier… 
g. Configure another modifier as in Figure 4, namely a Shuffle modifier with a count of 64512, a 

mask of 65535, and a value of 1024. Click OK. 
h. Repeat steps “d” through “g” for the Destination Port row. 

 

 
Figure 1 – RFC 3918 Wizard Configuration 
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Figure 2 - UDP Modifiers as configured by the RFC 3918 Wizard 

 

 
Figure 3 - Random Modifier Configuration 
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Figure 4 - Shuffle Modifier Configuration 

This configuration sequence replaces the normal RFC 3918 UDP port number modifiers with two 
modifiers covering each of the UDP {source, destination} ports: 

• A Random modifier covers the lower 10 bits of the port number (Figure 3) 
• A Shuffle modifier covers the upper 6 bits of the port number (Figure 4) 

The combination of modifiers ensures that port numbers will be in random order in the range of 1024 to 
65535 (1024 + count 64512 - 1). 

Shuffle modifiers are generally available on FX2, FX3, MX2 and MX3-family test modules (with the 
exception of FX2-100G and MX2-100G). If test cases require the use of test modules without shuffle 
modifier support, then the shuffle modifiers should be replaced by incrementing or decrementing 
modifiers. This will reduce the randomness but still give varied port values within the desired range. 

Solution (Validation) 

To validate that no STC port is transmitting UDP {source, destination} ports less than 1024, configure 
analyzer filters on all ports and run the test. This needs to be done on all ports in the test configuration. 
Refer to Figure 5. 

1. Under Traffic Analyzer ⟶ Template Filter, select Add Header(s)… 
2. In the Add Header(s)… dialog scroll down and select UDP and click OK. 
3. Expand the newly added UDP node. 
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4. Check the Filter check box in the Source Port and Destination Port rows. 
5. Change the Max Value column to 1023. 

 
Figure 5 - Analyzer Filter Configuration 

Once all filters have been configured, switch a Traffic Aggregate View to Streams > Filtered Stream 
Results. Run the test. The Filtered Stream Results view should not have any rows populated. This view 
can be checked for each receive port in the configuration via the Show: drop down field. See Figure 6 for 
an example of a port that did not receive any traffic with a UDP source or destination port in the range 0 
– 1023 subrange. 

 

 
Figure 6 - Filtered Stream Results View Showing No UDP Traffic Received with Ports < 1024 

 

In cases where a device under test is dropping packets with port numbers in the 1024 to 65535 range 
and port number isolation is required, then check Use Streams in the modifier configurations above and 
remove the random modifiers. This will leave only the shuffle modifier (or incrementing / decrementing 
modifier if shuffle isn’t available). This method will work up to 64512 streams per transmit port. Dead 
Stream Results can be used to find streams with received packet counts equal to zero. This will isolate 
the port number(s) that are dropping packets. 


